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he Talented Mr Ripley by Patricia Highsmith is the first of five
books featuring the con-man Tom Ripley. As the story
begins, Tom is a 23 year old living in New York. He comes

from a fairly disadvantaged background, having been grudgingly
raised by an aunt after the death of his parents, but he has
aspirations to a better life. An accomplished liar and fraudster, he is
currently  impersonating an agent of the income tax office and
collecting supposedly overdue and unpaid taxes from his
unsuspecting victims. However, this scam, apparently the latest in a
series of dishonest schemes, is more of a silly game than a serious
attempt to get money as he cannot cash the checks he receives.
Furthermore, it appears to have gone wrong and he is expecting
imminent arrest when he is approached in a bar by Herbert
Greenleaf, the wealthy father of a casual acquaintance.

Mr Greenleaf hires him to go to Italy to try to persuade his son,
Dickie, to come home. Dickie is living a bohemian life as a painter
and sailor in a small Italian village.

When Tom tracks Dickie down, he finds that Dickie has what
seems to him an enviable life. A trust fund gives him enough to live
on and he owns a house by the sea and a boat. Except for a
seemingly platonic relationship with fellow American Marge
Sherwood, Dickie is unattached and free to pursue his interest in
painting, for which he evidently has more passion than talent. Tom
quickly insinuates himself into Dickie’s life and is able to take
advantage of Dickie’s generosity to adopt the sort of lifestyle he
himself craves. However, when he detects that Dickie is growing
tired of his company and he risks losing everything, he kills him and
buries his body at sea. With his talent for impersonation and deceit,
Tom is able to pass himself off as Dickie and completely takes over
the lifestyle he has come to love. A superficial resemblance between
them is enough to take in strangers and Tom is able to trick Marge
into believing that Dickie has decided that he needs time on his own
to sort out his life and has moved to Rome. This deception requires
him to shuttle back and forth between his two identities, avoiding all
contact with Dickie’s former friends, forging letters and documents
to maintain the fiction that Dickie is still alive and even committing a
second murder to protect his secret. The greater part of the book is
taken up with recounting this tortuous process and at every turn, just
as it seems inevitable that Tom is about to be found out, some stroke
of luck or genius gets him off the hook yet again. An almost
unbearable tension is built up and the startling conclusion goes
completely against the conventions of the traditional suspense
novel. Tom is not found out and even his last most desperate
forgery, that of Dickie’s will leaving everything to him, succeeds. The
will is honored by the Greenleaf family and Tom is now a wealthy
young man, free to pursue whatever life he chooses.

The Talented Mr. Ripley has twice been made into a movie. First
under the title Purple Noon in 1966 and more recently in 1999 by
Oscar-winning director Anthony Mingella. This latest movie, starring
Matt Damon as Tom, Jude Law as Dickie and Gwyneth Paltrow as
Marge, was a big box-office success.

Patricia Highsmith was born Mary Patricia Plangman in Fort Worth,
Texas, in 1921. Her parents separated before she was born and she
grew up in New York with her mother and stepfather, whose name

she adopted. As a teenager she wrote stories, and after studying
English, Latin and Greek in college, she had a job supplying comic
book artists with plots.

Her first book, Strangers on a Train, was published in 1950 and
was made into a successful movie by director Alfred Hitchcock a
year later. In this story an architect and a psychopath meet by
chance on a train and discuss murder. The idea that normal people
and psychopaths are not that far removed from each other is one
that recurs in many of her books, finding its culmination in the
creation of Tom Ripley, suave, attractive and likeable, but utterly
amoral, a man with a mind uncluttered by any concept of good and
evil.

Patricia Highsmith has been praised as one of the more literary
novelists in the crime genre. Graham Greene said she ‘created a
world of her own – a world claustrophobic and irrational which we
enter each time with a sense of personal danger’. The Talented Mr
Ripley won an Edgar award for Best Novel of 1956 and she also
received the Grand Prix de Litterature Policière and the British
Crime Writers’ Association’s Silver Dagger award.

In 1962 Patricia Highsmith moved permanently to Europe. She
stayed first in Italy, then England, and finally settled in France. The
last years of her life were spent in Switzerland where she died in
1995.

The Talented Mr. Ripley is an ingeniously-plotted psychological
thriller. At its heart is the character of Tom Ripley, callous, calculating
and amoral. In the course of the novel, he lies, cheats, deceives and
kills. He is totally cold, yet we warm to him, we want him to succeed
and we applaud him when he finally escapes justice.

Tom has no conscience, but we presumably do. Yet we side with
him. His evil deeds are chronicled precisely and in detail. The facts
are laid out before us and we cannot say we didn’t know. We cannot
even say that we were seduced by a sinuous first-person narrative
into identifying with a murderer. We are given a privileged view of
the inner workings of Tom’ mind, but by an objective, almost clinical,
third-person narrator who does not try to manipulate us or sway our
emotions. At the end we are as guilty as Tom is. We admire him and
his audacity. Just as in her first novel, Strangers on a Train,
Highsmith explores the idea that there is no great difference
between the psychopath and the ordinary citizen, so here she
shows us just how easy it is to cast off the veneer of civilization and
share the point of view of a murderer. This realization is a disturbing
one and contributes greatly to the power of the novel.

The story is set in the 1950s and there are elements that will seem
dated to the modern reader. For example, Tom takes a boat from
New York to Naples and Mr Greenleaf sends Tom a telegram. It
might be argued that advances in forensic technology and police
detection methods mean that Tom would be unlikely to get away
with his crimes today. Nevertheless, the novel remains an exciting
suspense thriller with fast-paced action, well-drawn characters and
a gripping psychological dimension.
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The following teacher-led activities cover the same
sections of text as the exercises at the back of the
reader, and supplement those exercises. For
supplementary exercises covering shorter sections of
the book, see the photocopiable Student’s Activities
pages of this Factsheet. These are primarily for use
with class readers, but with the exception of
pair/groupwork questions, can also be used by
students working alone in a self-access cener.

ACTIVITIES BEFORE READING THE BOOK
Put students in groups and give them the following
questions. Tell them that they shouldn’t open their
books, but should write a short text which contains the
answers to the questions. They can add any other
details of background, character or events that they
choose. Emphasize that they can write anything they
like and they are not expected to get the answers
“right”. When they have finished, ask them to read the
first page of the book and see how similar their texts
are to it and whether they have given the same answer
to any of the questions.

Where did Tom see the man?
What was the man doing?
Where did Tom go?
Why did Tom think he might be arrested?
What were the man’s first words to Tom?

ACTIVITIES AFTER READING A SECTION
Chapters 1–3
Put students in groups of three. Each student chooses
one of the following people and tells the others what
they know about Tom Ripley and how they feel about
him.

Herbert Greenleaf   Dickie Greenleaf
Marge Sherwood

Chapters 4–6
1 In pairs, students write a letter from Marge to

Freddie Miles, telling him that she is worried about
Dickie and describing his sudden decision to move
from Mongibello to Rome.

2 In groups, students write as many sentences as they
can giving information about the following
characters. They then read them out to the class
and see which group has the most information.

Freddie Miles   Marge Sherwood

Chapters 7–9
In pairs, students act out the conversation between
Lieutenant Roverini and his boss when he returns from
Venice to report on his interview with Tom Ripley.

Chapters 10–12
In small groups, students choose a scene from these
chapters and act it out.

ACTIVITIES AFTER READING THE BOOK
1 In pairs, students write newspaper articles that

appeared in the press
(a) after the discovery of the body of Freddie Miles.
(b) after the discovery of the sunken boat near San

Remo.

2 In small groups, students discuss the following
questions:
(a) Are you glad that Tom escapes justice at the

end?
(b) What do you think Tom will do now?

It will be useful for your students to know the following new words.
Most of them are practiced in the “Before You Read” sections of
exercises at the back of the book. (Definitions are based on those
in the Longman Active Study Dictionary.)

Chapters 1–3
arrest (v) if a police officer arrests someone, he or she takes them
away because they are suspected of a crime
bra (n) a piece of underwear that a woman wears to support her
breasts
cliff (n) a high steep rock or piece of land
grab (v) to take hold of something or someone suddenly or roughly
identify (v) to recognize and name someone or something
influence (v) to have an effect on the way someone or something
develops, behaves or thinks
slam (v) to shut a door, gate, etc. violently and noisily
sweat (v) to have liquid coming out through your skin, especially
when you are hot or nervous
terrace (n) a flat area next to a building or on a roof where you can
sit
yell (v) to shout or say something very loudly

Chapters 4–6
anchor (n) a heavy metal object that is lowered into the water to
prevent a ship or boat from moving
appreciate (v) to understand or be grateful for something
article (n) a piece of writing in a newspaper, magazine, etc.
ashtray (n) a small dish where you put used cigarettes
determined (adj) wanting to do something very much so that you
will not let anyone or anything stop you
frown (v) to make an angry or unhappy expression by moving your
eyebrows together, so that lines appear on your forehead
frustrating (adj) making you feel impatient or angry because you
cannot do what you want to do
oar (n) a long pole that is wide at one end, used for rowing a boat
pulse (n) the regular beat made by your heart when it is moving
blood around your body
respectable (adj) behaving in a way that people think is socially
acceptable or morally right
stain (n) a mark that is difficult to remove
sunken (adj) having fallen to the bottom of the sea
tomb (n) a grave, especially a large one

Chapters 7–9
cathedral (n) a very large church which is the main church in a
particular area
forge (v) to copy something illegally to make people think it is real
lieutenant (n) a middle-ranking police officer
suicide (n) when someone deliberately kills himself or herself
will (n) a legal document in which you say who you want to give
your money and property to after you die

Chapters 10–12
telegram (n) a message sent by telegraph, an old-fashioned way
of sending messages using electric signals
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1 Look at the picture on the front of the
book and answer these questions.

(a) Who are the people in the picture?

(b) Where are they and what are they
doing?

2 Individually or in pairs, read the
Introduction at the front of the book.
Then answer the following questions.

(a) Why does Tom go to Italy?

(b) What kind of person is Tom?

(c) What do you think will happen when
Tom meets Dickie and Marge?

Chapters 1–3
1 Put the following events in the order in

which they happen.

(a) Tom meets Dickie Greenleaf and
Marge on the beach.

(b) Tom writes to Aunt Dottie.

(c) Tom takes a bus to Mongibello.

(d) Tom and Dickie go to Rome.

(e) Tom books into a hotel in
Mongibello.

(f) Tom meets Herbert Greenleaf in a
bar.

(g) Dickie invites Tom to lunch.

(h) Tom boards a ship going to Naples.

(i) Herbert Greenleaf tells Tom that his
wife is seriously ill.

(j) Tom meets Freddie Miles.

(k) Dickie shows Tom his paintings.

(l) Tom gives Dickie a shirt and some
socks from his mother.

2 Answer these questions.

(a) Why do you think Chapter 3 is called
Friendships and Jealousies?

(b) How does Marge feel about Tom?

(c) How does Tom feel about Marge?

Chapters 4–6
1 Tom commits two murders. In what way

are his motives for the two murders
different?

2 Choose the correct answer

(a) When does Tom make the decision
to kill Dickie?

(i) Before they leave Mongibello.

(ii) On the train to San Remo.

(iii) In the boat at San Remo.

(b) Why doesn’t Tom take all Dickie’s
things to Rome immediately?

(i) Because he is worried that Marge
will think he is stealing Dickie’s
things.

(ii) Because Dickie has so many
things that he can’t carry them all
in one suitcase.

(iii) Because he has told Marge that
Dickie is only going to be in
Rome for a few days.

(c) How does Freddie find out that Tom
is lying about Dickie?

(i) He notices that Tom is wearing
some of Dickie’s rings.

(ii) He hears Signora Buffi
addressing Tom as Dickie.

(iii) Signora Buffi tells him there is
only one man in the apartment
and that he hasn’t gone out.

(d) Why do the police think Tom Ripley
is dead?

(i) They have found the bloodstained
boat and Tom hasn’t been seen
since November.

(ii) Marge has told them that she
thinks Tom is missing.
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(iii) Tom’s aunt has contacted them
because she hasn’t heard from
him for months.

Chapters 7–9
1 The following sentences are false.

Correct them and say what you know
about each situation

(a) Marge is the only one of Dickie’s
friends who goes into the apartment
in Rome.

(b) The bank manager writes to Dickie
Greenleaf because he is worried
about the amount of money he has
been withdrawing.

(c) Tom is relieved that he can give up
being Dickie Greenleaf and become
himself again.

(d) Tom goes to the police in Rome to
tell them that he is not missing.

(e) Tom has never met the police
officers who come to Venice to
interview him

(f) Marge and Mr. Greenleaf both agree
with Tom that Dickie has probably
killed himself.

2 Answer these questions.

(a) What do we learn about Mr.
Greenleaf’s feelings about Tom.

(b) Has Marge’s attitude to Tom
changed in any way?

(c) What is it about Marge that Tom
dislikes so much?

Chapters 10–12

1 Match the names of the people to these
sentences.

Marge   Mr. Greenleaf   Tom
Alvin McCarron Titi

(a) This person tells Tom that the police
have found Dickie’s suitcases and
paintings.

(b) This person believes Tom’s story
that Dickie left Mongibello because
he wanted to get away from Marge.

(c) This person finds Dickie’s rings in
Tom’s apartment.

(d) This person at first thinks Alvin
McCarron knows the truth.

(e) This person has arranged for an
American private detective to come
to Italy.

2 Answer these questions.

(a) Why do the police believe that it was
Dickie who left the suitcases and
paintings at the American Express
office in Venice?

(b) What simple check do the police fail
to make which would solve the
mystery?

In small groups, discuss these questions.

(a) How does Tom manage to get away
with everything? Is it because he is
smartand quick-thinking or does he
have a certain amount of luck? Go
through the events of the story and
decide where Tom’s success is due to
skill and where it is due to luck.

(b) Do you admire Tom? Would you like to
meet him?

(c) Why does Tom prefer being Dickie to
being himself? What is it about himself
that he dislikes?
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